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Lecture II: Higgs Physics at Colliders!
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Pre-requisite formulae:!
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A. Higgs Boson Decay§!

 1. Decay to fermions:!

§ L. Reina, TASI lectures, 2011.!

The largest higher-order effect is the quark running mass:!

� = g2 dPS2
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�
|M |2 � g2
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A. Higgs Boson Decay§!

2. Decay to WW,ZZ:!

§ L. Reina, TASI lectures, 2011.!

The unusual M3 dependence is due to the VL: MH/MV.!

Exercise 8: !
Calculate the Higgs decay to polarized pairs !
VTVT, VLVT,  and VLVL.!

� = g2 dPS2
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A. Higgs Boson Decay§!

3. Decay through loops:!

2!

§ L. Reina, TASI lectures, 2011.!

Sensitive to new charged 
(Q,L), colored (Q) heavy 
states in loops.!
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       As the results for a SM Higgs: !
The branching fractions and total width!

For mH = 125 GeV,   Γ(total) ≈ 4 MeV!
BR(bb) ≈ 60%                     BR(ττ) ≈ 8% !
BR(WW) ≈ 21%                 BR(ZZ) ≈ 2%!
BR(gg) ≈ 9%                       BR(γγ) ≈ 0.22%!
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Particle production in hadronic collisions:!



Trapping The Higgs : 
Machine!Detector!Eve

nt
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Trapping The Higgs : 
Machine!Detector!Event
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Particle production in hadronic collisions:!
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B. Higgs Boson Production at LHC!
                         1. The leading channels:!
Recall that the Higgs couples preferably to heavier particles.!
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Calculation history!
a n d r e f e r e n c e s 
compiled by Laura 
Reina!
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Production cross sections at hadron colliders:!

§ L. Reina, TASI lectures, 2011.!
A. Djouadi, hep-ph/0503172.!

Exercise 9: List three leading processes for SM Higgs 
pair production and comment on their relative sizes.!
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Total rates in hadronic collisions:!
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Searching for the Higgs boson at the LHC!
                  is highly non-trivial! !
             In theory:!
•  assume a mass parameter;!
•  predict the production cross section;!
•  specify a (good) final state in H decay;!
•  identify the SM backgrounds;!
•  calculate the observability by S/√B or alike!

             In experiments:!
•  specify a (good) final state from H decay;!
•  compare with the SM backgrounds;!
•  assume a mass parameter and compare with theory;!
•  estimate the sensitivity (µ signal strength, p-value)!

2. Signal Search Strategy:!
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Salute to theorists/experimentalists:!
               We Made It!!
          !We want to know more (experimentally):!

•  Is there more than one Higgs boson?!
•  Does this H decay to other things unexpected?!
•  Couplings as accurate as possible:!
    - to verify the SM prediction: Spin, parity …!
    - to seek for hints for new physics.!

!
Still a lot of hard, but fun work to do!!
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(a). Gluon fusion: The leading production channel!

3. Signal Characteristics:!

•  Need clean decay modes: γγ, WW, ZZ!
•  Effects from radiative corrections very large!§ !
•  Sensitive to new colored particles in the loop:!
    gg ! H sensitive to new colored states: Q!
    H ! γγ sensitive to new charged states: Q, L!
    H ! ZZ ! 4 leptons !
     best to study the Higgs !
     CP properties:!

§ L. Reina, TASI lectures, 2011.!

σ(125 GeV@ 8 TeV) ≈ 20 pb!
σ(125 GeV@14 TeV) ≈ 40 pb!
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(b). The Vector Boson Fusion:!

•  Need clean decay modes: ττ, WW, ZZ, γγ!
•  Effects from radiative corrections very small!!
    -> color singlet exchange, low jet activities.!
•   Sensitive to HWW, HZZ couplings!
•  Good for H ! ττ, γγ!
•  A bit lower rate, but unique kinematics !

σ(14 TeV) ≈ 4 pb!
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Basic feature: V radiation off a quark!
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Exercise 10: Qualitative feature !
         for V radiation off a quark!
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(c). VH Associate production:!

•  W/Z leptonic decays serve as good trigger.!
•  Effects from radiative corrections very modest.!
•  Sensitive to HWW, HZZ couplings!
•  Do not need clean decay modes: chance for b bbar !!
   Boosted Higgs helps for the signal ID!!

σ(14 TeV) ≈ 2.2 pb!
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(d). Top quark pair associate production:!

•  Top leptonic decays serve as good trigger.!
•  Effects from radiative corrections can be large.!
•  Directly sensitive to Htt coupling!
•  Do not need clean decay modes: chance for b bbar !!
•  Combinatorics of the 4 b’s are difficult to handle...!

σ(14 TeV) ≈ 0.6 pb!
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C. Higgs Boson Production at e+e- Colliders!
                         1. The leading channels:!
Recall that the Higgs couples preferably to heavier particles.!
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The idea of a Higgs Factory:!
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Total rates in e+e- collisions:!
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2. Higgs production:!
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3. Recoil mass technique:!



Branching accuracy
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D. Higgs Boson Production at a muon Collider!
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Resonant Production:!

At the peak with a perfect energy resolution:!

⇥peak(µ+µ� ⇥ h) =
4�

m2
h

BR(h⇥ µ+µ�)

� 41 pb at mh = 125 GeV.

About 40,000 events produced per fb-1!

Muon Collider as a Higgs Factory



SM Higgs is (very) narrow:!

Must convolute with energy profile:!

At mh=126 GeV, Γh = 4.2 MeV!



                          Extreme (good) Case: !
       Energy Spread much smaller than the physical width:!

                                     (Δ = 0.3 MeV,    Γh ≈ 4.2 MeV) !

Recall:  Z line shape with ΓZ ≈ 2.5 GeV               !



                      Extreme (bad) Case: !
Energy Spread much larger than the physical width:!

                              (Δ = 50 MeV,    Γh ≈ 4.2 MeV) !

Recall:  J/ψ scan Γ ≈ 93 keV               !



“Normal” (ideal) case: !
           Energy Spread comparable:!
            (Δ = 5 MeV,    Γh ≈ 4.2 MeV) !

An optimal fitting would reveal Γh                 !



Realistic studies:!
* TH and Z. Liu, arXiv: 1210.7803.!

R/
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The  SM Higgs

Leading signals and background 
rates

With a cone angle cut: 10o < θ < 170o!

µ+µ� � h h� bb̄ h�WW ⇥
R (%)

�e� (pb) �Sig �Bkg �Sig �Bkg

0.01 16 7.6 3.7
0.003 38 18

15
5.5

0.051


